Benchmarking theory in evolutionary computation research is a crucial task that should be properly applied in order to evaluate the performance of a newly introduced evolutionary algorithm with performance of state-of-the-art algorithms. Benchmarking theory is related to three main questions: which problems to choose, how to setup experiments, and how to evaluate performance. In this paper, we evaluate the impact of different already established statistical ranking schemes that can be used for evaluation of performance in benchmarking practice for evolutionary computation. Experimental results obtained on Black-Box Benchmarking 2015 showed that different statistical ranking schemes, used on the same benchmarking data, can lead to different benchmarking results. For this reason, we examined the merits and issues of each of them regarding benchmarking practices.
INTRODUCTION
To determine the strengths and weaknesses of a newly introduced evolutionary algorithm, its performance should be compared with performances of state-of-the-art algorithms. Over last years, several Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). GECCO '18 Companion, July 15-19, 2018 , Kyoto, Japan © 2018 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-5764-7/18/07. https://doi.org/10. 1145/3205651.3208232 competitions for optimization algorithms at evolutionary computation conferences (e.g., GECCO, CEC) are organized, in which the proposed algorithms are compared using a set of benchmark functions. The idea behind those comparisons is that by using the results obtained on different functions, the "best" algorithm (i.e. algorithm that perform best in average over all benchmark functions) can be found, or to use the benchmarking results to transfer the knowledge onto a real-world problem. To find the "best" algorithm, benchmarking is a key scientific technique and having a good one is a difficult task [16] . The first step in benchmarking theory is that the problem domain should be defined and it is a crucial task since it restricts the domain to which any conclusions made can be generalized. Finding good test functions is a challenging task because they should be uniformly distributed in the space of all possible functions from the problem domain. Currently, a lot of papers presented in the domain of evolutionary algorithms used the black-box optimization algorithm benchmarking (BBOB) [13] . After the set of benchmark functions is selected, benchmarking results depend on the performance metrics and statistical ranking techniques. Statistical analyses that are performed are crucial and need to be made with a great care because they provide the information from where the conclusions are made, so an appropriate statistical analysis should be performed. Further, using the benchmarking results, the obtained knowledge can be transferred onto a real-world problem. For this, Exploratory Landscape Analysis (ELA) can be used [15] ; the idea is to describe the problem by high-level empirical properties, to find out which algorithms perform especially well on certain property combinations, and to develop ways to automatically extract problem properties from a concrete problem instance. The selection of the benchmark problems, the experiments setups, and ELA are not a subject of this paper.
In this paper, we evaluate the impact of different already established statistical ranking schemes that can be used in benchmarking practice for evolutionary algorithms. For this reason, in Section II, most commonly used statistical approaches together with a recently proposed approach used for benchmarking in evolutionary computation are explained. Section III provides information about the selected benchmarking, the compared algorithms, and the results obtained from the comparisons. In Section IV, discussion about the impact of statistics for benchmarking in evolutionary computation is provided. Section V presents the conclusions of the study.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS IN BENCHMARKING PRACTICES
The statistical analysis of the performance of a new algorithm with regard to state-of-the-art algorithms is in most cases made using statistical comparisons that follow the idea of hypothesis testing [5] . Statistical comparisons can be conducted in two scenarios: singleproblem analysis and multiple problem analysis. Single-problem analysis involves analyzing data from multiple runs of evolutionary algorithms on one problem (i.e. test function). This happens because a single run on a single problem instance is not enough to make conclusions, since the algorithms are stochastic in nature, meaning we do not have any guarantee that the result will be the same for every run; even the path leading to the final solution is often different. Multiple-problem analysis is a scenario when the algorithms are compared on a set of benchmark functions, and it involves a benchmarking theory. Nowadays, many researchers have problems making a statistical comparison because statistical tools are relatively complex and there are many to choose from. The problem is in selecting the right statistic to apply on a selected performance measure. For example, researchers often report either average or median without being aware that averaging is sensitive to outliers and both, the average and median, are sensitive to statistically insignificant differences in the data. Even reporting the standard deviation of the average needs to be made with care since large variances result from the presence of outliers. Furthermore, these statistics only describe the data and do not provide any additional information about the relations that exist between the data. For this, a statistical test needs to be applied. Additionally, the selection of a statistic can influence the outcome of a statistical test. This means that applying the appropriate statistical test requires knowledge of the necessary conditions about the data that must be met in order to apply it. This step is often omitted and researchers simply apply a statistical test, in most cases borrowed from a similar published study, which is inappropriate for their data set. This kind of misunderstanding is all too common in the research community and can be observed in many high-ranking journal papers. Even if the statistical test is the correct one, if the experimental design is flawed (e.g., comparison of results of tuned and non-tuned algorithms) their conclusions will be wrong. This is sometimes done on purpose to mislead the reader in believing that the author's results are better than they actually are.
In machine learning research, Demšar [6] has examined several nonparametric statistical tests that can be used for comparing classifiers on a benchmark of data sets. He has also provided an experimental setup to find the power of the selected statistical test. Following his idea, Garcia et al. [7] has presented a study on the use of nonparametric test for analyzing the behavior of evolutionary algorithms for optimization problems. This approach is one of the most commonly used approach for making a statistical comparison of evolutionary algorithms, so we call it a "common approach" (CA). Recently, a new approach for making a statistical comparison in multiple problem analysis (i.e. Deep Statistical Comparison, DSC) was presented [8] , which gives more robust statistical results when outliers (i.e. poor runs) or statistically insignificant differences between data values exist. In this paper, we evaluate ranking schemes used by these approaches and their impact to the benchmarking results. For this reason, we are going to explain them in more detail. However, before we continue, we would like explicitly to point that we are talking only for statistical significance and not practical significance. To explain the difference between them, let us assume that two algorithms are used for optimization of a given problem. Let, the first algorithm solves the problem within 10 −10 of error of the global optimum and the second one to within 10 −16 . Between them, statistical significance could be found; however this difference most probably is not significant in a practical sense.
Common approach
Working with evolutionary algorithms in multiple-problem analysis requires finding a unique representative value from multiple runs for each algorithm on each problem. There are a lot of papers in which authors reported best/worst (i.e. the sample min/max) values out of multiple runs for each algorithm and each problem and further they are analyzed using an appropriate statistical test. However this kind of comparison is wrong because the sample min/max is a biased estimator of the expected value. For this reason, Garcia et al. [10] suggest using an average of multiple runs as a representative value for each algorithm on each problem. Average is an unbiased estimator of the expected value; however it can be affected by outliers (i.e. poor runs of evolutionary algorithms) and instead median can be used as a representative value. So by using the common approach, either average or median from the multiple runs obtained on a single problem can be used as a representative value involved in the multiple-problem scenario for specific algorithm on specific problem. Further the data obtained for multiple-problem analysis should be analyzed using an appropriate omnibus statistical test [10] .
Deep statistical comparison approach
Using the common approach, we need to be aware that averages are known to be sensitive to outliers. In general, outliers can be disregarded using some techniques, but they need to be used with great care. For multiple-problem analysis, removing outliers is questionable because only the results for certain problems would be changed. In stochastic optimization it can happen that in a set of independent runs the average result of one problem for a given algorithm is better than another algorithm, but in the next set of independent runs the average result for the same problem and the same algorithm could be worse than the other algorithm, and this happen because in any new set of independent runs different poor runs exist. The common approach is also used with medians because they are less sensitive to outliers. However, in both cases the results can still be affected by the ranking scheme of some statistical tests. This happens when differences between the averages or medians are in some ε-neighborhood (e.g., 10 −9 ,10 −10 , etc.), so algorithms consequently obtain different rankings because there are no ties presented. It can happen that the distribution of the data is the same, the medians are in some ε-neighborhood and the algorithms will be ranked differently, but they need to obtain the same ranking; even more the distribution can be different, the medians can be the same and the algorithms will be ranked as the same, but they need to obtain different rankings. All this lead to a need for new robust analyses that can be used to compose a sample for each algorithm over multiple problems, which can be used for further analysis using a standard omnibus statistical test.
For these reasons, Deep Statistical Comparison (DSC) for comparing meta-heuristic stochastic optimization algorithms over multiple single-objective problems was recently proposed [8] . Its main contribution is its ranking scheme, which is based on the whole distribution, instead of using only one statistic to describe the distribution, such as average or median. The approach consists of two steps. The first step uses a newly proposed ranking scheme to obtain data in order to make a statistical comparison. The ranking scheme is based on comparing distributions using a statistical test, such as, the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test or the two-sample Anderson-Darling (AD) test [9] . All pairwise comparisons between the compared algorithms must be made, and the obtained p-values are organized in a matrix. Further, because multiple pairwise comparisons are made, these p-values are corrected using the Bonferroni correction [10] in order to control the family-wise error, FWER [14] . The FWER is the probability of making one or more false discoveries, or type I errors, among all hypotheses when performing multiple hypotheses tests. The matrix is then checked for transitivity, and on this basis the algorithms obtain their rankings. The second step is a standard omnibus statistical test, which uses data obtained by the DSC ranking scheme as the input data.
EXPERIMENTS
To see the impact of different statistical ranking schemes for benchmarking in evolutionary computation, experiments were performed using results of algorithms presented at the sixth Black-Box Optimization Benchmarking 2015 (BBOB 2015) workshop that was a part of GECCO 2015 [3] . Two experiments are presented. In the first, we randomly selected combinations of three algorithms, and we reported only three combinations that have different results. We used three algorithms because the impact of statistics is more emphasized when the number of compared algorithms is lower. In the second, we presented a most commonly used scenario in benchmarking, which is multiple comparisons with a control algorithm, for which we used 15 algorithms presented at GECCO 2015.
In both experiments, we used the common approach and deep statistical comparison approach to transform raw data for multipleproblem analysis. For the common approach, we used average and median from algorithm's multiple runs on a single problem, as a representative values. For the deep statistical comparison approach, we used the DSC ranking scheme to obtain a sample for multipleproblem analysis. Further, the transformed data for multiple-problem analysis was analyzed using an appropriate omnibus statistical test. The appropriate omnibus statistical test was selected after checking the required conditions for the safe use of the parametric test (i.e. normality of the data, homscedasticity of the variances, and independence).
The comparisons were performed in the R programming language. The Kolmogorov-Sminrov test for normality, which is a part of the "stat" package [18] , is used to check the normality condition. The Levene's test from the "lawstat" package [11] is used to check the homoscedasticity of the variances (i.e. if data sets have the same variance). For the DSC ranking scheme, we used the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test from the stat package [18] and twosample Anderson-Darling test from the kSamples package [19] .
There are also already established websites that work as e-Learning tools, one for using the common approach (http://ws.ijs.si/statTool/), and the other for using the DSC approach (http://ws.ijs.si/dsc/).
Black-Box Optimization Benchmarking 2015
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Comparison of three algorithms
In this experiment, the results of statistical comparison of three combinations of algorithms are presented. We selected them from a set of randomly generated combinations in order to show different scenarios that can happen. Each combination is a statistical comparison of three randomly selected algorithms. Data samples for multiple-problem analysis were generated using the common approach with averages and median, respectively, and the DSC ranking scheme using two different criteria for comparing distributions, the two-sample KS test and two-sample AD test, respectively. For each data sample the required conditions for the safe use of the parametric tests were checked, and for each one the Friedman test is an appropriate omnibus statistical test. Table 1 presents the p-values of the comparisons. For the first combination, results obtained by the common approach differ from the results obtain by the DSC ranking scheme. Using the common approach the null hypothesis is rejected so there is a difference between the performance of the compared algorithms, however using the DSC approach the null hypothesis is not rejected. Additionally the p-values for the common approach differ for using averages and medians, and same happen also for the DSC ranking scheme with different criteria for comparing distributions. So, it follows that different statistics that are used in the benchmarking affect the rankings, which are further used in calculation of the test statistic of the omnibus statistical test, and they lead to different p-values. For the second and the third combination the result is statistically the same. In the second combination, the null hypothesis is not rejected using both approaches with different statistical criteria, while in the third combination, the null hypothesis is rejected for both approaches. Because only in the first combination the results for both approaches differ, it is presented in more detail Table 2 presents the rankings obtained for each compared algorithm on each single problem involved in the benchmarking using both approaches for different statistical criteria. From Table 2 , we can see that there are problems for which the compared algorithms obtain different rankings on the same problem using both approaches with different statistical criteria. For example, on f 13 , the rankings are 2.00, 3.00, 1.00, using the common approach with averages, 1.00, 2.00, 3.00, using the common approach with medians, and 1.50, 1.50, 3.00, using the DSC approach with the two-sample KS test and two-sample AD test. From the obtained rankings on f 13 , it follows that the common approach with different statistical criteria (i.e. average or median) provides different results that lead to different conclusions. Both results also differ from the results that are obtained using the DSC approach, where instead of average or median, distributions of the multiple runs of each algorithm on that problem are compared. In Figure 1 , purple and green lines present averages and medians of the multiple runs of each algorithm obtained on f 13 , respectively, while red (step) lines present the empirical cumulative distributions of the multiple runs of each algorithm obtained on f 13 . In the case of the common approach lower value is better because we are dealing with minimization. From Figure 1 , it is clear that the rankings with regard to averages are 2.00, 1.00, and 3.00, however using medians it is not obvious because the medians for the first and the second algorithm (i.e. GP5-CMAES and Sifeg) are overlapping. For this reason, Table 3 presents averages and medians of multiple runs for each algorithm on f 13 .
Using medians, the rankings are 1.00, 2.00, and 3.00. In the case of averages, GP5-CMAES has an average 3.07 and Sifeg has 1.77, while the medians are 1.53 and 1.57, respectively, so they swap their rankings using different statistical criteria in the same approach. This happens because in the case of averages, an average can be affected by outliers (i.e. poor runs) and this actually happens for the GP5-CMAES. Using its empirical cumulative distribution, we can see that there are some poor runs around the value 15 that affect the average of multiple runs. Because averaging is sensitive to poor runs, which can happen with evolutionary algorithms, medians are also used. In this example, medians for GP5-CMAES and Sifeg are in some small ε-neighborhood, however they obtain different rankings since they are different. All these problems can be omitted with the DSC ranking scheme because it works with comparing whole distributions and not only one statistic that describe the distribution. In Figure 2 , averages, medians, and empirical cumulative distributions of the multiple runs obtained on f 18 are presented. Using the common approach with either averages or medians provides the same rankings, while the DSC approach with different criteria for comparing distributions provides different rankings. The DSC ranking scheme involves all pairwise comparisons between the compared algorithms. In the case when the two-sample KS test is used the p-values are 0.00 (GP5-CMAES, Sifeg), 0.00 (GP5-CMAES, BSif), and 0.03 (Sifeg, BSif). Because multiple pairwise comparisons are made, these p-values are further corrected using the Bonferroni correction. The transitivity of these comparisons is satisfied and the algorithms are spit into disjoint sets {GP5-CMAES} and {Sifeg, BSif}, according to which they obtain their rankings, 1.00, 2.50, and 2.50. In the case when the two-sample AD test is used the p-values are 0.00 (GP5-CMAES, Sifeg), 0.00 (GP5-CMAES, BSif), and 0.01 (Sifeg, BSif). These p-values are further also corrected using the Bonferroni correction, but the transitivity is not satisfied, so the algorithms obtained their rankings according to their averages. If this happens it is better to use the two-sample AD test because it is more powerful and it can better detect differences than the two-sample KS 
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1.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 test when distributions vary in shift only, in symmetry only, or have the same average and standard deviation but differ on the tail ends only [9] . For this reason, in Figure 3 , probability density functions of the multiple runs for each algorithm obtained on f 18 are presented. Using this figure, the two-sample KS test is not able to detect the difference that exist in the shift and tail ends between distributions of Sifeg and BSif. In Figure 4 , averages, medians, and empirical cumulative distributions of the multiple runs obtained on f 22 are presented. Table  4 presents averages and medians of the multiple runs for each algorithm obtained on f 22 , which are used by the common approach. In the case of the DSC approach, both statistical criteria used for comparing distributions give the same rankings 2.00, 2.00, and 2.00. From the figure, it is not clear if there is a difference between distributions. For this reason, in Table 5 p-values obtained for multiple pairwise comparisons using both statistical tests for comparing distributions are presented. Further these p-values are corrected using the Bonferroni correction; the transitivity is satisfied and all algorithms belong to one set, so they obtain the same ranking. We need to point that if the benchmarking result detects a difference between the performance of the compared algorithms (i.e. 
Multiple comparisons with a control algorithm
In this experiment, we present multiple comparisons with a control algorithm. We tested this scenario using multiple pairwise comparisons performed using the Wilcoxon test. We did this because DSC approach requires it, since otherwise it can happen that the DSC ranking scheme is affected by p-value correction when number of algorithms increases. As a control algorithm, CMA-CSA was selected. In table 6, p-values for each pairwise comparison using both statistical approaches with different statistical criteria are presented.
From the p-values obtained, it is obvious that different statistical criteria lead to different test statistic values. For example, in the comparison of CMA-CSA with CMA-MSR, the DSC approach with both statistical criteria provides the same statistical result (i.e the null hypothesis is not rejected), the common approach with averages provides that the null hypothesis is rejected, while the common approach with medians also shows that the null hypothesis is not rejected.
From Table 6 , if we focus on the DSC approach with the twosample KS test, it follows that the performance of CMA-CSA is different from the performance of BSif, BSifeg, BSqi, BSrr, GP1-CMAES, GP5-CMAES, RAND-2xDefault, RF1-CMAES, RF5-CMAES, Sif, Sifeg, and Srr, while there is no difference with regard to CMA-MSR and CMA-TPA. However, identified differences are valid for independent comparisons because we have all vs. one scenario. If we would like to show that there is a difference between the performance of CMA-CSA and other 12 algorithms, then the true pvalue must be calculated combining the p-values of the independent comparisons using the following equation
where k − 1 is the number of independent pairwise comparisons that are combined, or in our case 12. Using this equation it follows that the p-value is 0.02, so the CMA-CSA has statistical different performance than the algorithms: BSif, BSifeg, BSqi, BSrr, GP1-CMAES, GP5-CMAES, RAND-2xDefault, RF1-CMAES, RF5-CMAES, Sif, Sifeg, and Srr.
DISCUSSION
Benchmarking in evolutionary computation is a task that should be performed to compare new algorithms with the existing ones. It is related to three main questions that should be treat equally with a great care: which problems to choose, how to setup experiments, and how to evaluate performance. We deal with the last question related to different statistical approaches that can be used for evaluation, when problems are chosen and experiments are set. This questions can be split into two others: which performance metric is selected and which ranking scheme is used in the evaluation. In our experiments, as performance metric the best solution of the algorithm is used. The evaluation was made to show how different statistical approaches can lead to different benchmarking result. For this reason, two already established approaches are evaluated, the common approach and the recently proposed DSC approach. The common approach suggests using an average or a median of multiple runs for an algorithm on a given problem as a representative value that will be used in the benchmarking scenario (multipleproblem analysis). The DSC approach is based on a ranking scheme of comparing whole distributions of multiple runs instead of using one statistic, either average or median. Experiments showed that both approaches can lead to different benchmarking results, and this happens because different statistical criteria used for evaluation. Performing benchmarking using averages, we need to be aware that averages are sensitive to outliers, which are poor runs of evolutionary algorithms. Instead, medians can be used, but the problem is that they can be in some ε-neighborhood (i.e. insignificant statistical difference) and will be ranked as different, but should be ranked as the same. This can be solved by adding prior information for the ε-neighborhood having knowledge about the problem, but the question that appears is how to select the ε-neighborhood for a given problem dynamically because problems that are involved in the benchmarking scenario can have different ε-neighborhoods regarding different data ranges of solutions they provide. All these problems can be omitted using the DSC approach, which takes into account the whole distribution of the multiple runs for an algorithm obtained on a given problem, and it is based on comparing distributions. However, the statistical criteria that will be used for comparing distributions also needs to be selected appropriately. Experiments showed that different criteria for comparing distributions can lead to different benchmarking results. In a lot of papers, authors select the ranking method, which returns the desired outcome (e.g., average, median), but this lead to one of the main questions related to benchmarking theory: do we need to have a breakthrough in evolutionary computation research by in-depth understanding of algorithms performance and not only focusing on an applicative research loosing the information why some algorithm works well or not. Using distributions can provide more information about algorithm performance and maybe it is time to move from null-hypothesis testing from classical inferential statistics, which is most commonly used nowadays in benchmarking theory, to approaches from Bayesian statistics.
CONCLUSIONS
Working with evolutionary computation algorithms, benchmarking theory plays an important role for objectively comparing new algorithms in order to demonstrate their strengths and weaknesses, where they can be improved. Nowadays, researchers in the field of evolutionary computation have recognized that new standards for benchmarking in evolutionary computation research are needed. For this reason, in this paper we examined the merits and issues regarding different already established statistical criteria used in benchmarking practices, when problem domain is already chosen and experiments are set. Experimental results shown that different statistical criteria used on the same benchmark data can lead to different benchmarking result, due to the issues present in each statistical criteria of which we need to be aware when performing benchmarking.
